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SPLITTINGS OF CYCLIC /7-ALGEBRAS

DAVID J. SALTMAN1

Abstract. In this note we investigate the finite /»-groups appearing as

Galois groups of maximal subfields of cyclic /»-algebras and show that for a

fixed cyclic /»-algebra, all possible such groups appear.

In the following, a central simple algebra over a field of characteristic

p ¥= 0, and of degree a power of p, is called a /»-algebra. A central simple

algebra is called cyclic if it contains a maximal subfield which is a finite cyclic

Galois extension of the center. We will assume that the reader is familiar with

the theory of central simple algebras and the Brauer group.

If G is a finite group, and AT is a field, we say G appears over K if there is a

Galois extension L of K with Galois group G(L/K) = G. If, in addition, A is

a finite dimensional central simple algebra over K, we say G appears over K

in A if such an L can be found which is also a maximal subfield of A. The

purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem. In this theorem, as in

the rest of the note, K will always be a field of characteristic p.

Theorem I. If A is a cyclic p-algebra of degree pe over K and G is a group of

order pe appearing over K, then G appears in A.

It is illuminating to take note of a result of Witt's at this point [5]. If AT is a

field of characteristic p and 9: K -* K is the additive endomorphism 9(k)

= kp - k, then K/9(K) can be considered as a vector space over the field

F(p) of p elements. Let NK be dimf/ \K/9(K) if this is finite and NK = oo if

not. Then Witt showed that a finite /»-group G appears over K if and only if G

is generated by < NK elements. We will make use later of the details of Witt's

proof. Since we will show that the case NK finite is trivial, the main substance

of what we will prove is the following theorem.

Theorem V. If K is a field of characteristic p, NK is infinite, and A is a cyclic

p-algebra over K of degree pe, then any group of order pe appears over K in A.

The degree p cyclic /»-algebras are crucial to our proof. Let us recall some

familiar facts about them. Any cyclic extension of K of degree p is of the form

K(a) where 9(a) E K but 9(a) £ 9(K) and any such extension is cyclic of
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degree p. If a = ap — a and L = K(a) is cyclic of degree p over K, then it can

be shown that any /»-algebra with maximal subfield L is of the form

K{x,y)/ixp — x — a,yp — b, xy — yx — y) where K{x,y} is the noncommuta-

tive polynomial ring in x and y, b # 0 is in K. Call this algebra [a, b) and call

the images of x and y in [a, b), a and ß respectively. For any a and b ¥= 0 in

K, [a,b) is a cyclic /j-algebra over Ä". If a g ^(Ä"), then Ä"(a), the subalgebra

generated by a, is a cyclic field extension of K of degree p. If Z> £ Ä*, #(/?)

is a simple purely inseparable extension of K. In either case, the field

mentioned is a maximal subfield of [a,b). On the other hand, if A is a/?-algebra

over K with maximal subfield K(b 'p) then A s [a, Z>) for some a S K. Finally,

if a E <&(K) or b E Kp, [a,b) is a trivial /»-algebra, that is, a matrix algebra

over K.

An elementary abelian />group is a finite group of the form C ® C ® • • ■

© C , where C is the cyclic group of order/?. If L/K is a Galois extension with

Galois group an elementary abelian p-group, then L = Lx ® L2 ® • • • ® Lk

where LjKis cyclic of degree/? and so L¡ = A^a,) with ^(a,) E K, $ 9(K).

The images of the 9(a¡) in K/9(K) must be linearly independent over F(p).

Conversely, if ax, a2, ..., ak E K are linearly independent in K/9(K), then

there is a unique L = K(ax,a2,... ,ak), Galois over K with group C © • ■ •

© Cp (k times), such that <3>(a,.) = ai and L = K(ax ) ® • • • ® ÁT(a¿.). The facts

stated above are well known and can be found, for example, in [3].

The main technique used in this note is the manipulation of the algebras

[a, b). The first lemma, of this form, is the following.

Lemma 2. If K(ß) E [a,b) is the K subalgebra generated by ß, and c

= k0 + kxß + ■ ■ ■ + kp_xßp~x is in K(ß), then [a,b) =s [a + 8(c),b) where

8(c) = k0p - k0 + kxpb + • • • + kp_xbp~x.

Proof, [a, b) is generated by a + c and ß, which satisfy the relations

ßp = b and (a + c)ß - ß(a + c) = ß. We need only calculate <$(a + c) and

show it equal to 9(a) + 8(c).

Suppose z has the property [z,ß] = ß. Then [z,ßl] = iß'. Using [2, p. 187],

we see that

(z + kpy = zp + (kß'y + dp-\kn = zp + kpb¡ + (i-yV,

where dz is the inner derivation determined by z. Thus if 1 </</>,

9(z + kß') = (z + kß')p - (z + kp) = 9(z) + kpb\

We compute 9(a + c) by induction. If c = k0, clearly

9(a + *„) = Via) + 9ikQ) = <3>(a) + S(/c0).

If     1 < / < p    and    c = k0 + kx + ■ • • + ktß',    set    z = a + k0+ ■ • •

+ ki_xß'~ . Then by above,
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9(a + c) = 9(z + kftf) = 9(z) + kftf.

By induction, 9(z) = 9(a) + 8(k0 + kxß + • • • + *:,._,/3,_1), and this does it.

Q.E.D.
We can now deal with the case NK is finite, as well as the case K is perfect.

It is clear that a trivial /»-algebra of degree pe, i.e. a matrix algebra over K,

contains as a maximal subfield any field extension of K of degree pe. If K is

perfect it is well known that all /»-algebras are trivial and so Theorem 1 is

obvious. Similarly, the next theorem will finish the case NK is finite.

Theorem 3. If NK is finite, then any p-algebra over K will be trivial.

Proof. It will suffice to show that the /»-primary part of the Brauer group is

zero. To show this, we need only show that any element of the Brauer group

of exponent/» is trivial. By [1, pp. 108-109], any such element is similar to a

product of algebras [a¡, b¡). Thus it will suffice to show that such an algebra is

trivial.

Suppose c,, c2, ..., cn E K are representatives of a basis for K/9(K) over

F(p). We can assume c¡ = df, d¡ E K, since modulo 9(K), c, and cf are the

same. We can clearly assume K is not perfect and therefore infinite. We must

show any algebra [a, b) is trivial and we can assume b $ Kp. Call K'

= K(bx/p) = K(ß) C [a,b). If f E K, then fc¡ = 2/V» + z where z

E 9(K) and h¡¡ E F(p). Consider the mapping sending/to the n X n matrix

(h¡¡) E Mn(F(p)). The quotient space (K')p/Kp is a vector space over F(p)

and so has some basis {b¡}¡BI. Choose representatives b¡ in (K')p of the /»,.

Since K is infinite, Kp is infinite and so Kp is infinite dimensional as a vector

space over F(p). But (K')p/Kp is a nonzero vector space over Kp, and so it

must be infinite dimensional over F(p). That is, / is infinite. Since Mp(F(p))

is finite, there are two representatives b¡ and b with the same associated matrix

in Mn(F(p)). Then b' = b¡ — b¡ has the properties b'c¡ E 9(K) for all / and

b' <£ Kp. Hence b* = 1 + b' has the properties b*c¡ - c¡ E 9(K) for all /'

andè* g Kp. Since b* E K'P,K' = K(b*1/p),and[a,b) = [a*, b*) for some

a* E K. a* = hxcx + h2c2 + ■ ■ ■ + hncn + z for some h¡ in F(p) and z in

9(K), so if we call ß' = b*l/p, (hidiß')p - h{e¡ E 9(K). Thus by Lemma 2,

if c = hxdxß' + h2d2ß' + ■■■ + hndnß', [a*,b*) at [a* + 8(-c),b*) = [z,

b*) where z E 9(K). But this last algebra is trivial.   Q.E.D.

This next lemma is the central fact of this note. The idea of this lemma is

to change b and then get "a" to be a desired value.

Lemma 4. Suppose A = [a, b) is a cyclic p-algebra over K and K' Q K is a

subfield of K such that b E K' and K/K' is finite. Let a' E K be arbitrary.

Suppose q is a power of p strictly greater than the degree of K over K'. If c E K

is such that K'(c) = K'(cq) = K, c E Kq and cq = 2 k¡c' where k¡ E K'q,

then A s [a",b + c) where a" - a' E K'.

Proof. As usual, we can assume b is not a pth power in K. Let d be the pth

root of c. Then if ßp = b, K(ß) = K(ß + d) and so A = [ax,b + c) for some
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ax E K. Use ß + d to define the 8 operator as in Lemma 2. Define x = y to

mean that x — y is in 8(K(ß + ¿/)). By Lemma 2, it suffices to show that

ax = a' + k', k' E K'. For this we need a sublemma.

Sublemma 5. Suppose K" = KUb + cyp) and (b + c)1'' is used to define the

operator of Lemma 2. Then if q is a power of p greater than n, and c, m E Kq,

mc" = i-l)"mbn.

Proof. We will perform this proof by induction. Call ß = bx'p and

d = cx,p E K. Then Süß + d)ml/p) = (b + c)m, so mc = {-l)mb. Assume

the result for ally < n. If n < p, then considering 8(mx'p(ß + d)"), we get that

(d wio*'c""'0)*a

By induction, (-l)n_W_'c' = mc"~'b'. Thus we have that

(2) -5^0)—"(S(-ir,(ï)>
But (SUH)""'© - (1 - 1>" - 0 so 2Ü(-l)-'(;) - -(-!)". Com-
bining equations (1) and (2) gives our result for n < p. Now if n > /? then

n = rp + i for r > 1 and 0 < / < /? so mc" = mcrpc'. For any x, x'' ■ x, so

mc^c' ■ m^cV - i-l)rml/pbrd¡   (by induction)

■ (-l)f/WV m (-l)rpmbrpb'(-lÍ   (by the n < /> case).    Q.E.D.

We will now finish the proof of Lemma 4. Since ax — a! is in K, ax — a'

= k0 + kxc + ■ ■ ■ + kn_x c"~ where n is the degree of K over K. It is now

easy to see that (ax - a')q = m0 + mxc + ■ ■ ■ + mn_xc"_1 where all the m¡are

in (K')q. Thus

a, - d - (a, - a')"

= (by the sublemma)   m0 4- (-l)w, b + (— 1) m26

+ ... + (-irv16"-1

and this last expression is in K.   Q.E.D.

Our reason for proving Lemma 4 was to prove the following result.

Lemma 6. Suppose [a, b) is a cyclic p-algebra of degree p over K and K' E K

is a subfield such that K/K' is finite and b E K'. If a' is in K and separable over

A", then there are a" and V in K such that [a, b) s [a", b') and a' — a" E K'.

Proof. Call L the separable closure of K' in K. Since [a, b) ^ [a + ap

- a,b) = [ap,b), we can assume a E L. Thus [a,b) is defined over L and we

can assume L = K, that is, that K/K' is separable. Choose a c E K such that

K'(c) = K. Choose pe strictly greater than the degree of K over K. By
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separability, K = K'(cp'), so cp' = 2 V', */ G AT'. Thus using e* we can

apply Lemma 4.   Q.E.D.

We will prove the main result, Theorem 1', in two steps. The first step is

embodied in the next result. As a preliminary, we must mention a theorem of

Albert's [1, p. 107]. A /»-algebra A, of degree p" over its center K, is cyclic if

and only if it is split by a simple purely inseparable extension K' of degree

pJ, / < n. If K is not perfect, we can assume / = n. Thus, over a nonperfect

field, a p-algebra is cyclic if and only if it has a simple purely inseparable

maximal subfield.

Proposition 7. Let K be a field of characteristic p with NK infinite, and A a

cyclic p-algebra of degree pe over K. Then the elementary abelian p-group of order

pe appears over Kin A.

Proof. As usual, we may assume K is not perfect. Thus A contains a

maximal subfield L = K(ß) such that ß? E K but ß^ $ K. We now

proceed by induction on e. If e = 1, the result is trivial. Assume it for e - 1.

Call U = K(ßp'~l) and A' = AL', the centralizer of L in A. Then A' is

central simple over L' of degree pe~x with maximal subfield L, and thus A' is

also cyclic. The /»-power map induces an isomorphism from L'/9(L') to

K/9(K), and so NL, = NK. By induction, A' contains a maximal subfield M'

Galois over L' with Galois group the elementary p-group of order pe~ '. Since

L'/K is purely inseparable, M' = M ® L' where M/K is Galois with the same

Galois group as M'/L'. Thus we can write M = K(ax,a2,... ,ae_x) where

9(a¡) = ai E K and the a¡'s are linearly independent in K/9(K). M is a

subfield of A of degree pe~ and so A* = A is a p-algebra of degree p. Since

L' commutes with M, L' E A*. Thus for some a E M, A* at [a, b) where

b = ßp' E K. By Lemma 6, choosing a' = 0, A* = [a*, b* ) where a* E K.

Call M* = M (a*), where a* E A* and 9(a*) = a*. If a* is linearly

independent of the a¡s in K/9(K), then M* is Galois over K with the required

group. If not, then a* E 9(M) and so A* is trivial. Thus A* contains any

extension of degree p and the result is easy using the fact that NK is infinite.

Q.E.D.
We are now ready to deal with the case of arbitrary /»-groups. If G is a finite

p-group, define G * to be the subgroup generated by the commutator subgroup

G' of G and the set Gp = {gp\g E G}. Then G/G* is an elementary abelian

p-group and by Burnside's basis theorem (e.g. [4, p. 161]), the minimal number

of generators of G and G/G* are the same. The essence of the result of Witt's

mentioned at the beginning was a proof of his that G appears over K if and

only if G/G* does. We will review his proof and show that it can be performed

inside a fixed cyclic p-algebra.

Call Z = Z(G ) the center of G. We assume G* =¿ (e). Then Z (1 G* ¥= (e)

(e.g. [4, p. 139]). Choose g E Z n G* of order p and call H the subgroup

generated by g. We have the extension 0 -> H -> G -» G/H —> 0. Choose

representatives ua for each a E G/H. As usual, define the group cohomology
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2-cocycle ggT by the relation uauT = g0,Tuor. Being a 2-cocycle, g„jTgPi0T

= gpagpaT. Since H is central in G, uag' = g'ua for ail g' E H. These

conditions completely determine G given H and G///.

Suppose we have an extension L/K with Galois group G/H. Define

X E Hom(H,F(p)) by Xig) = 1- Then X(g„>T) + x(¿rp,0T) - x(fp,a)

+ XÍgpo,r)- Thus x(g0,T) is a 2-cocycle of G/H into ¿+. Since //2(G///,L+)

= 0, there is a J: G/// -» L+ such  that x(ga,T) = d„ + adT - daT.  Since

XÍg„,r) e F(/>)> we have that ®(d„) + a9(dr) - ®(dJ = 0. That is, 9(da) is

a 1-cocycle. But //'(G///,L+) = 0, so there is a y e L such that <3V0)

= (a - l)y. Define L' = Lia), where <?(a) = y- It is shown in [5] that L'/K is

a Galois field extension with Galois group G. Note that if y is changed to

y 4- k, with k E K, the result still holds.

We are finally ready to prove Theorem 1'. Suppose A is a cyclic p-algebra

of degree pe over a field K with NK = oo, and G is a group of order pe. We

proceed by induction on e. As usual, we can assume K is not perfect. Define

G*, H, ua, and gaT as above. By Proposition 7 we can assume G* =£ (e).

Suppose L = Kiß) is a simple purely „inseparable maximal subfield of A of

degree pe and, as before, define L' = K{ßpe ) and A' = A . Then /I' is

cyclic of degree />e_ over L' and by induction contains a maximal subfield M'

Galois over L' with Galois group G/H. As before, A/' = M ® /_/ where Ai/A"

is Galois with group G/H. Using A/ we can define x, da, and 7 E M as above.

Call A* = AM, so /I* = [a,6) with 6 E K. By Lemma 6, ,4* s¿ [a*,b*) with

a* - y E K. If a* E A* is such that <?(«*) = /i*", then A/(a*) is Galois over

A with group G. This completes the theorem and the note.
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